Writing Trait: Organization

Learning Intention: draw objects that represent a variety of colours,
and use letter sounds to write about colours
Carol.Walters@sd71.bc.ca

Before Reading:
Use the front cover image to have students notice.
What do they see in the picture? Can they infer
from the characters’ expressions how they feel?

Share the back cover too. Encourage more dialogue
because, “Reading and writing float on a sea of
talk.” ~ James Britton.

by Karma Wilson & Jane Chapman

Ask children in teams of 3 or 4 to name as many
different colours as they can. With an educational
assistant, two groups can be made and responses
recorded on charts. Encourage additions to the
chart as students learn more names for colours.

During Reading:
After reading just a couple of pages, invite children to notice the words this author has
chosen. What are they noticing about words such as walking, talking; do and blue?
While reading, leave off the upcoming rhyming word. Can children predict these words
through context and rhyming clues? e.g. “Hare points up ahead …” can you think of a colour
that rhymes with ahead?

After Reading:
Visuals from Pintrest appear on the next few pages and offer a variety of activities
to do in the classroom that will help children learn about colours. A black line master
offers students a place to draw pictures of things they know are blue, orange, red,
etc and label their drawings.




one tsp. vinegar
20 drops food
colouring

Place in a Ziploc bag,
squish it around. Let
sit for 20 minutes.
lay out to dry for 4
hours on parchment
paper.

Walt

We Are Learning to:
use our letter sounds to write
about different colours

Bear Sees Colours
By Karma Wilson & Jane Chapman

Things that are blue:

Things that are red:

Things that are yellow:

Things that are green:

Things that are brown:

